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In 2012, the core of online marketing
is, and will remain, search. There is
no other online channel that catches
potential customers at the moment they
have expressed interest in a relevant product or service. The power
of serving a timely marketing message to people at the right moment,
the ability to track the value of the traffic generated and tune
paid and SEO efforts according to what that data suggests will keep
search at the center of demand capture for the foreseeable future.
The formats of the SERPs will change, the types of paid and natural
listings will change, the devices from which search is conducted,
whether by text or voice, and the targeting options available will
continue to impact the tactics used to manage programs, but search
will remain the core of online marketing.
But while search may be the number one online vehicle for
attracting new customers and prospects, it is not a demand creator.
The ads and natural listings only appear in response to a search,
limiting its reach to those already interested. To create awareness
of a brand or offering and fire enthusiasm among followers,
effective use of display ads and well-designed and -executed social
media strategies have become important components of a complete
online marketing plan. The growing importance of social signals to
SEO makes these activities all the more important.
The interplay between demand capturing search and demand generating
channels like display, social media, email and offline push media
must be understood for advertisers to make appropriate marketing
choices. RKG has been working with clients since 2009 to gauge this
cross-channel impact, using our proprietary system to monitor and
attribute credit across marketing channels, applying our data-driven
approach far beyond search.
As a result, you’ll notice that our expertise is broadening as we
share industry-leading ideas and research in more areas. We commit
to continue applying our usual rigorous analyses and marketing
expertise to articles, helping to inform a wider breadth of
marketing efforts in the industry.
PS: You’ll find a lot more data analysis in our Quarterly Digital Marketing Reports at the
beginning of each quarter. You can find the most recent one at RKG.com/2011Q4report.
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Keep up to date on our thoughts and research
of these and other subjects at RKGblog.com.
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Integrated Search Marketing
Authors [ George Michie & Adam Audette ]

RKG’s integrated approach to search marketing is bringing the best minds in
the field of SEO together with the industry thought leaders in paid search to
create a new standard of excellence.
We have brainstormed across all levels of
the organization to develop an approach to
search marketing that leverages the power
and flexibility of proprietary technology with
our talented team of analysts and marketers.
There has never been a better time for
companies to do this work. Due to the rapid
innovations and changes happening at the
search engines, integration between SEO and
PPC is surfacing as a necessity, rather than
simply a benefit. Google has recently made
a startling change to its search engine with
the obfuscation of organic search referral
data for logged-in users. There are several

workarounds to this
’keyword shadowing’
There has never been a
by Google, not the least
better time for companies
compelling is the use
to do this work. Due to
of paid search data to
the rapid innovations and
backfill the blind spots
changes happening at the
on the organic side.
search engines, integration
As competition in the
between SEO and PPC is
marketplace has evolved
surfacing as a necessity,
in tandem with search
rather than simply a benefit.
engine algorithms, real
competitive advantages
can be scarce and must be acted upon and
leveraged as quickly as possible. The strategic
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interplay of SEO and PPC presents such a
competitive advantage to savvy advertisers,
and first mover advantage is certainly at play.
Not many companies are doing deep analysis
in this area today.
The integration of paid and organic search
disciplines comes with unique challenges,
but also rich rewards. For those able to
truly integrate the services, new insights
come from a deeper view of the data across
two complementary but strikingly unique
advertising channels.
There are 3 critical areas of opportunity
for an integrated approach.

Sharing Actionable Insights:
Paid Search => SEO
This has to be more meaningful than simply
throwing some reports over the wall for
the ’other team’ to study. The priority is to
determine the data and analysis that will
inform SEO activities that will improve results.
Sending paid search keyword performance
data to the SEO team doesn’t even scratch
the surface.
The PPC data that our SEO Teams find
useful include:
URL performance data. SEO isn’t about
keywords; it’s about web pages. What
pages bring in the most traffic? What
pages have the highest conversion rates?
What keywords does the paid search
team assign to what URLs, and what’s
the traffic volume from those keywords?
What user queries fired the ads tied to
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which page? It won’t actually replace
the lost ’not provided’ organic queries,
but reviewing PPC query reports will give
marketers more intelligence for their SEO
campaigns and, regardless of Google’s
latest change, this should be something
all search marketers are doing.
URL paid search/natural search
mismatch. When the user searches for
“foo bar” in paid search we chose this
landing page as the best fit; if Google
chose differently for natural search,
what can we learn from that?
Dimensional performance data. Paid
search has the advantage of being able
to “rank” for anything relevant for a fee.
What categories or sub-categories of
product/services are the most successful (traffic volume and/or conversion
rate) in paid search? Lining them up
in order of performance for paid and
natural search, are there significant
disparities? “Wow the 3rd biggest
manufacturer brand in paid search is
Yadda Yadda and we get nothing from
that in SEO. What’s going on with that?”
URL type data. Same notion as above:
what types of URLs (homepage, category page, sub-category page, product or
service specific page) generate traffic in
paid search but not in SEO?
Merchant Center/Shopping domain
data. Can we learn important lessons
from which products rank well in Google
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shopping? Why do some products/
categories rank better than others? The
algorithm Google uses to rank those
results may give insights into how the
algorithm works in universal search.
Demographic insights. Google’s ’not
provided’ organic query segment seems
to be an even sampling, or dispersion, of a
site’s entire organic traffic, which means
queries and quality metrics should be all
over the board. However, the segment
tends to convert quite highly for the sites
we’ve analyzed so far, presenting the following problem: are Google’s logged-in
users a higher quality visitor? Do they
convert at a different rate than other
visitors? Do they search differently?
Ad copy test results. In paid search,
conducting clean copy tests using
Google’s ACE tools is straightforward.
We learn what are the most compelling
“unique selling propositions” and the
best phrasings. That can be very useful
for the SEO team as they develop meta
descriptions and page titles.

Sharing Actionable Insights:
SEO => Paid Search
Paid search is already blessed with super
rich data for algorithms to act upon with
smart human oversight. That said, the SEO
team and tool bag has proved useful in this
direction as well.
The SEO info useful to our paid search
team includes:
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Which pages are
the canonical roots?
The priority is to determine
Choosing the canonical
the data and analysis that
version of duplicate
will inform SEO activities
pages means focusing
that will improve results.
the paid traffic onto
Sending paid search
the pages where the
keyword performance data
ranking signals tied to
to the SEO team doesn’t
+1s, Likes, etc. won’t
even scratch the surface.
be diluted. It’s easy and
helps the SEO team.
This shouldn’t be done
blindly as pagination handling choices
for SEO may be different than those
which convert best for paid search.
Using our proprietary SEO tools to
generate squeaky clean sitemaps can
help the paid search team see the
layout of the site and plan keyword
development strategies, ensuring that
the right landing pages are chosen for
each keyword.
A clear view of the site structure also
helps us better anticipate how to define
relevant dimensions that we use to
study keyword performance from many
different angles.
Promotional Calendars. We sometimes
deal with different teams on the client’s
side. If one group shares a schedule of
promotional events with our team, paid
search or SEO, we make sure the other
group gets that same information.

www.rimmkaufman.com
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Measuring and Acting Upon
the Interaction
RKG is likely the only agency in the world
that offers Attribution services free of
charge to companies using both its paid
and natural search services. We do this
because it offers fascinating data that helps
us understand the real value of both paid
and natural search in the overall marketing
program. Understanding the touch paths
involved in conversions helps both teams
fine tune their work.
Lining up keyword performance data is
useful to identify opportunities and problem
areas in SEO, but it
also gives us a testing
The long-term value of
ground for measuring
integrating SEO and PPC
the interaction between
comes from strategic
paid and organic links
insight into the search
on the same SERP. To
ecosystem, and especially
what degree do ads
into the development of
cannibalize traffic from
technology to maximize the
organic listings? There
efficiency of both channels.
is no single answer to
this question, and every
advertiser should invest the time to answer
the question as best they can.
We’ve outlined a simplified model for
studying this effect at RKGBlog. Perfect
clarity probably isn’t possible here, but we
believe fundamentally in the importance of
understanding these interactions.
If a paid search ad should only be credited
for 75% of an order that also touches other
channels, shouldn’t that impact your bidding
on that ad? Moreover, if we know that same
ad also cannibalizes a significant fraction
of its traffic from an organic link on the
same page shouldn’t that affect your bids?
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If instead, measurement shows that the
presence of ads actually reinforces organic
listings and increases the click through rate
on those organic listings (which improves
rankings further), shouldn’t the ad be
credited with more value than the paid
search manager would see in isolation?
Raising the bar isn’t easy, but it’s what
we do for a living. The long-term value
of integrating SEO and PPC comes from
strategic insight into the search ecosystem,
and especially, into the development of
technology to maximize the efficiency of
both channels.
But technology is only as powerful as the
human beings using it, which is why proper
integration comes not from tools but from
people. We can explore tactical exercises and
spend resources on technology all we want,
but without smart marketing teams uniting
paid and organic search disciplines, it’s all
for naught. A strong service offering must
combine technology with client service par
excellence. Understanding how teams from
complementary channels in search, social,
and display marketing interact and combine
to increase performance for each channel
is where the real rewards lie, represented in
efficient online marketing and strong ROI.

[ George

Michie is an acknowledged digital marketing thought
leader, writing for a variety of
publications.

Adam Audette is the President
of RKG and an established writer
and speaker on all things SEO and
digital marketing. ]
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Author [ Ruben Sanchez ]

As Facebook marches toward the one-billion user mark, it is obvious
to marketers everywhere that those who fail to use social media to
connect with current and potential customers do so at their own peril.
However, perhaps just as obvious are the
significant knowledge and understanding
gaps that still exist where social media is
concerned.
In a financial world where accountability
and ROI are increasingly important, many are
hesitant to aggressively push their social
media marketing efforts because they are
uncertain about the direct returns these
efforts will bring. Their search for answers
brings too many questions. Questions like,
how do you measure the specific business
value for social ad campaigns and promotions
or for social media fans and individual social
media platforms?
Such calculations have proved elusive, yet
the costs for social media campaigns can
easily add up. In many cases, social ads falter
under scrutiny because of their low
measurable sales conversions when compared
to other channels. This is perceived as a lack
of user purchase intent on social media
platforms, and social media traffic is
considered to be too high in the conversion
funnel to be useful.
The scrutiny only increases as the
advertising costs begin to mount. The
continuing and steep growth of Facebook and
Twitter means increased advertising
competition, and thus rising click costs for

2012. These costs will only increase as
upcoming design changes on both platforms
drive click-through rates higher by making
ads more prominent. The compound effect of
these changes has made it easy to spend
advertising dollars very quickly, which in turn
makes it harder to justify further spend
without a tangible return.
Since we have established that social media
does not fit neatly into the performance
frameworks for most online media, it is
important that new, social media-specific
frameworks be established. These new
measures must accomplish two important
goals: they must clearly reflect interactivity
between social and other marketing channels,
and they must allow marketers to develop
and communicate effective short-term
measures of social media success.
In order to properly design effective
frameworks, we need to look at why these
questions of value have been so hard
to tackle.

The problem of thin
conversion data
Quick social media sales conversions are hard
to achieve. Sometimes in their haste to see
fast and measurable returns, businesses don’t
put the time, energy and resources toward

www.rimmkaufman.com
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gathering the necessary data and experience
to drive sales. Conversions, especially for
larger purchases, can be latent.
Here’s a good example. A client of ours
tested e-commerce on Facebook for 10
weeks. What they found was that nearly 27%
of sales attributed to Facebook were recorded
in the 30 days after their advertising had
stopped. Over the remaining 30-day cookie
window, the account broke even. This is clear
proof that Facebook success is not about
instant gratification, and that there are
countless opportunities for those who are
willing to be patient.

Not all fans are created
equal
How much is a “fan” worth? It’s one of the
most commonly asked questions we hear
from our clients, and one whose answer
depends on a number of important variables.
One is the size of the retailer. We have
worked with national retailers who, with our
help, have reached A/S (advertising-to-sales)
ratios as low as 35% in the first few weeks of
running social ad campaigns. One reason for
this is that large investments in brand equity
have helped them drive new purchases from
their existing fans.
This brings up an important question. What
about the smaller brands? Generally, they
have more success monetizing their fan base
when they are providers of niche goods versus
companies selling unbranded goods to the
mass market.
Another consideration is that each brand
also has its own natural rate of fanbase growth
relative to its brand equity. So the faster you
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choose to scale fans beyond this natural rate,
the more expensive it can get. Understanding
the natural rate of fan adoption is vital to
understanding what type of fans you are
currently building, as well as their relative
value. Below are some examples of different
types of fans and how they differ both in costs
associated with them and in the kinds of
messaging you need to employ:
• Early adopter social media fans and
followers seek you out to offer up opinions
that help you understand the emerging
community. These fans are few, far between
and free.
• The early majority of fans are familiar with
your company’s value proposition.
Therefore, simple social ads are enough to
capture them as fans. During early stage
campaigns our retailers have consistently
generated fans in the $0.30-$0.40 range
per fan.
• The late majority of fans can be converted
with social campaigns, but these later
campaigns require testing of more
peripheral interest targeting options. The
late majority also requires more
concentrated advertising spend in order to
exploit a halo effect of ’free’ fans who are
enticed by seeing like stories in their news
feeds. This concentrated ad spend can also
take the form of contests and like-gate
promotions. At this stage, finding low
competition interest targeting options
requires extensive research. These fans will
cost between $1.00-$1.50 each, and this
higher expense is only justified when a
strong plan for fan reengagement is already
in place.
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An example of how social media editorial content and social media ads can
be used together to boost fan interaction and awareness.

Accounting for the cost of
creating a content strategy
Sometimes in the rush to take advantage of
the rapidly evolving social media marketing
opportunities available today, companies
have not paid enough attention to SEO. This
puts these companies at a disadvantage for
a couple of reasons. First, they are missing
out on the increasing SEO value of likes and
shares across social networks. Second, they
are missing out on the power of content
strategies to drive value for both SEO and
social media. For instance, link-building
strategies can often benefit from the same
contests and promotions that thrive in social
media. Contests can build links and fans
while encouraging users to generate even
more content that can then be repurposed
by your organization.
In addition, due to the second price auction
that drives advertising on Facebook and
Twitter, many marketers automatically apply
the principles of the paid search model to
social media. While we agree that rigorous
analysis is needed in order to stretch
advertising dollars here, paid search exists

largely outside of the context of content. We
suggest that clients think of social advertising
as more like display than paid search, in that
it usually requires a compelling graphic
element as opposed to a simple product
image. And as with offline advertising, social
is best suited to act in a supporting role to
larger creative campaigns.

Branding Clicks or
Research Clicks?
So now that we have established the need for
these measurement tools and standards for
social media, the question becomes where
will they come from? Recently, Google
stepped into the ring with their ’Zero Moment
of Truth Macro Study.’ The study found that
social media has revolutionized the paradigm
for how people purchase online, showing that
in 2011 the average consumer referenced 10.4
sources before making a purchase decision.
This was up from 5.3 sources in 2010. With
the advent of Google+ Pages and the +1
button, Google acknowledges that social
is the disruptive dimension that can grow
click-through and revenues for all parties.

www.rimmkaufman.com
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Part of the value derived from social media
marketing is in the social content, which plays
a key role in providing today’s changing
consumer with the information they need
before making a final purchase decision. This
can range from a simple +1, to a video review,
to a related news story that a fan decided to
link to your brand page. Given this ongoing
evolution, we strongly believe that the most
cost effective strategy for competing in the
new e-commerce environment will be
providing consumers with the tools they need
to bring their offline recommendations of
your business online.

Implementing changes to
unlock the value of social
media traffic
Another valuable role for social media is
providing lift for other channels. As we
mentioned earlier, one of the greatest values
of social media marketing is the ability to
move consumers further down the conversion
funnel. If you were to discount that effect,
your social ad campaigns might become
overly focused on generating e-commerce in
a single click. In this scenario, your ads would
need to contain a striking value proposition or
promotion, and even in those instances where
you did generate conversions, it would come
at the cost of sacrificing margin to discounts.
Consider the more invested and patient
approach of leveraging internal or fangenerated content to create ads. Instead of a
deep discount, I offer my fan base compelling
content and useful information about my
products and services. By encouraging them
to share this content, I’m ultimately able to
reap a combination of benefits:
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- some SEO value in the form of social
snippets on SERPs
- some PPC value in the form of increased
click through on Google ads thanks to
social annotations like +1s that appear
alongside these ads
- some display value by retargeting social
media clickers across the web with
specialized messages and content that
was tested and proven effective on social
channels
These tactics may seem simple. But we
know from experience that they are only
executed effectively by those companies
willing to invest the time and effort into
fleshing out a strategic social marketing plan.
And the cornerstone of any successful media
plan today is meaningful content. By the time
many companies realize their content
strategies are deficient, it’s already too late.
The good news here is that the power is in
your hands. The value of social media
advertising is and has always been driven by
the quality of the content you create.
We work with clients every day to close the
knowledge and understanding gaps that still
exist in social media advertising. While the
rules and metrics may be ever-changing,
there is one indisputable fact: the companies
who are too reluctant to get in the game will
be certain to fall behind. In the process, they
will miss out on invaluable relationships with
their customers and future customers.

[ Ruben Sanchez heads up RKG’s
social media advertising, both
overseeing client accounts and
continually developing our Social
Media products. ]
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How To Spend Wisely & Generate
Lift Through Display Advertising
Author [ David Kennedy ]

Display advertising is one of the fastest growing channels available to you
in today’s digital marketplace. 2010 alone has seen the space grow by more
than 20%, according to eMarketer, with spending topping $31B.
Google recently projected that it would grow
into a $200B industry in the next decade.
So what those numbers are telling us is that
when it comes to digital advertising, everyone
is doing it. What we want is to show you how
to do it right.
At RKG, we work with our clients to help
them build dynamic data-driven display
programs that progressively hone in on key
targets based on previous site experience,
demographic targeting and more. Our analysts
work to maximize ad spends by marrying
the potential value of an impression to the
impression cost, and can do so down to the
most granular levels.

Why Display Advertising?
The name of the game is customer conversion,
targeting more qualified customers with a
strong creative message that speaks directly
to their needs and
desires. Easier said
than done, but at RKG
Our analysts work to
we do it every day with
maximize ad spends by
a combination of the
marrying the potential
industry’s most robust
value of an impression to
data and finest analysts.
the impression cost and
Our systems evaluate
can do so down to the
everything from user
most granular levels.
behavior to intent,
semantics, geography,
www.rimmkaufman.com
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demographics and more. Then our people
put that data to work to achieve the specific
needs of each client in a way that generates
positive ROI by even the strictest standards
of testing.
However, it’s also important to remember
that display gives you benefits that go far
beyond the numbers. Think about the brand
value that comes with sharing your messages
in millions of ads aimed squarely at your
target customers and being able to do so at
pennies on the dollar.

Start With the Basics
Just like with any networking effort, your best
chance for success with display advertising
comes when you start with those you know.
Trawling your own customer waters will
give you the strongest ROI and allow you to
understand your display program’s potential.
How specific you want to get from there is
up to you.
Do you want to target anyone who has
ever abandoned a shopping cart on your
site, or just those who have done so in
the past 30 days? And once you do that,
are you interested in those who were on
the verge of spending any dollar amount
or just the ones who were about to spend
over $150? The best thing about display is
also the most challenging thing: there are
so many options that exploring them in a
haphazard way can make your head spin
and your business stall.
Display advertising is like a complex piece
of machinery where every lever you pull
opens up ten more from which to choose. The
possibilities are positively exponential, making
it the kind of territory best traversed with
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experts who have been there before. That is
where RKG comes in.
We help clients every step of the way, from
designing an overall strategy, to carefully
targeting your customers and customersto-be, to helping create and modify ads,
and more.
One of the first things you are going to
want to do is determine where you want those
ads to be seen. There are a couple of basic
choices here: you can choose to target sites
where you want to show them or you can
choose the type of user you want to see them.
Let’s use the travel sector as an example.
Say you are handling marketing for a cruise
line. Some obvious choices would be sites
like Expedia, Orbitz, Travelocity and Kayak.
But you also need to be thinking of hitting
these people where they live online. In that
case you would target someone who has
recently been looking for a cruise vacation,
but decide it is best to show them your ad
by following them along other interest paths,
such as a cooking site. Using that flexibility
to your advantage can go a long way toward
maximizing your display efforts and in turn,
growing your business.
Another area where leveraging flexibility is
key is in the ads themselves. Think about the
great variety of display ads you see in any
given day, from interactive ads to video ads to
those that link to your Facebook account. All of
these break down into two general categories:
dynamic ads and static ads.
Static ads, as their name suggests,
don’t change in appearance based on user
behavior. They are great to show to a group
of people who have been to a category on
your site or for when you are looking to get
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a common message out to a larger group.
For example, it’s fine to get a static message
to a group who has casually browsed your
music equipment site, but when you have a
subset of folks who have spent significant
amounts of time checking out high end
guitars, you’re going to want to approach
them differently. That’s when you are going to
use tags to dynamically insert images of those
instruments. By the way, this is a great tactic
for someone with an abandoned shopping
cart and can help significantly improve both
view-through and click-through conversions.

Next Steps
Once you get a good handle on retargeting
your own customers, it’s time to move on to
attracting more.
One way you can do this is through looka-like modeling, a process in which you
identify potential customers whose behavior
most closely models your own most lucrative
customers, using either third-party data or
by taking advantage of Audience Targeting
services available on Google’s Display
Network (GDN). Both will allow you to target
people who have not been to your site but
whose searching and shopping habits and/or
demographic profiles are most closely aligned
with your known site customers. Used properly,
look-a-like marketing can be another powerful
marketing tool to help you find new customers.

Taking your Measure
One of the greatest values of display is its ability
to deliver valuable and measurable ROI results.
In fact, the technology around these results is
constantly improving, and RKG analysts are
on the cutting edge in terms of providing our

clients with timely and accurate reporting that
can literally transform a campaign.
Given these capabilities, it is important
that you carefully examine your early display
efforts before investing your time, energy and
resources in tackling more advanced strategies
and tactics. But be careful, because this, like so
many other things in display, is not nearly as
simple as it looks.
So how do you measure the true value of
display impression on your potential customer?
Let’s start with what you don’t do. You don’t
just assume that there is a causative effect
between an individual display ad impression
and a later customer purchase.
We believe that the best practice for
understanding the true value of a viewed
impression or “view-through conversion”
is by using a sophisticated placebo testing
process, in which you hold back your ad from
a sample of users and instead show them a
public service announcement. This way you
will have two distinct buckets to compare
and you’ll get a true picture of the lift you
are getting from those who actually saw your
ad. It’s a great way to prove the real value of
your retargeting efforts. And it can give you
some great insight into how to manage your
display campaign and put it in the proper
context within your overall marketing efforts.

Drilling Down Deeper
Any good business owner is taught to value
every customer. Thanks to the power of our
robust data and experienced and talented
analysts, RKG can help you value each one
properly. Each visitor history on your site
provides you with a road map to follow and
a value chain to evaluate. Someone who has

www.rimmkaufman.com
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abandoned a cart is much farther along in the
buying cycle than someone who has merely
visited your homepage. Mind you, that doesn’t
make the person who visited your homepage
worthless, but you probably don’t want to
spend as much to reach them as you would
on the person who got almost all the way to
the finish line. And speaking of those “almost”
buyers, we can help you properly target them
as well, allowing you to compare those who
abandoned a low-price item in their cart
versus someone who has shopped your site
for pricier items.
Which one is more valuable to you? The
segmentation options are mind-boggling. It’s
all about grounding your efforts in the kinds
of solid testing and trusted data analysis
protocols RKG provides for our customers
every day.

Getting More Advanced
Targeting: How Much is Too Much?
There’s a fine line online advertisers have to
tread these days between providing people
with conveniently targeted messages and
flat-out stalking. Our advice is: Be very
careful about how much you target the same
person. You can do this by setting frequency
caps that will keep you from over-targeting.
In the end it will save you money, but it will
do something even more important – it will
keep you from hurting your relationships with
customers and potential customers alike.
The million dollar question of the moment is
how much is too much? It varies by industry,
but we believe a good rule of thumb is to set
your daily frequency cap at no more than
5-10 ad impressions.
Another way you can manage this is by
understanding your click-to-order cycle. It will
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give you a good sense of how many days you
are willing to target your customer without
risking a potential negative impact on your
brand. It will also give you a clearer picture
of how you want to manage your spending.
For instance, if you know that 95% of your
customers buy within 10 days of their first
visit, don’t waste your money by continuing
to bid on users 40 days after they have been
on your site.
You also need to take click latency into
account. What this means is measuring the
value of a person one day after they have
visited your site versus that same person five
days later. It’s important that you work with
an agency that can properly diminish your
bids. You might want to depreciate the value
you will pay for a user by 5% each day for
the first 10 days after a visit. This goes back
to our earlier advice: When it comes to your
display efforts, test, test and test some more.
It’s the best way to understand and improve
the evolving relationships you have with your
customers and the best way to drive your
business forward.
Embracing the Future Now
In an industry full of “next big things,”
display advertising is clearly one of the
most important and emerging tools at your
marketing disposal. And like so many of
those next big things, it is important to learn
how you can take full advantage of it sooner
rather than later. Our team at RKG is helping
many clients do that right now.

[ David

Kennedy is a digital
marketing veteran and is charged
with steering the development of
RKG’s new products and service
offerings. ]
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Google Dynamic Search
Ads are Here
Author [ Mark Ballard ]

In his book examining the rise and, well, further rise of Google, In the Plex: How
Google Thinks, Works and Shapes Our Lives, author Steven Levy recounts a
period in the early days of the company when top Googlers were still trying to
figure out how best to monetize their search product.
According to Levy, at one point founder
Larry Page had thought that all advertisers
should need to do is “give their credit card
number and point Google to their website.”
Rather than go through the painstaking
process of keyword generation, “Google
would choose them.”
With the official release of the Dynamic
Search Ads (DSAs) beta, Google has made
that vision, if not a reality, at least a possibility.

Practically speaking, DSAs are no substitute
for a well-built term list with carefully tailored
ad copy and negatives, but they can be a
useful tool for even sophisticated advertisers.
RKG has been experimenting with these
“keywordless ads” (as we knew them until
recently) for the better part of the last couple
years, and we’ve learned a few things along
the way. Here’s our read on this significant
new AdWords product.
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What are Dynamic Search
Ads and How Do They Work?
To the average Google user, a Dynamic
Search Ad will appear identical to a standard
AdWords text ad. Behind the scenes though,
DSAs are being triggered by a very different
process. As their name suggests, DSAs are
targeted dynamically based on how Google
assesses the content of your website. With
DSAs, an advertiser can literally provide
Google with their domain address, a credit
card number, default bid and copy, and leave
it to Google to run their paid search program.
However, such a hands-off strategy isn’t
likely to work out so well, even with Google’s
top-notch search technology powering
things. Every advertiser has site content on
which they will not wish to advertise: contact
information, customer support, job listings,
user forums, out-of-stock products, etc.
Targeting Options

Fortunately, Google has provided us with the
ability to include or exclude specific pages
for DSA targeting. When adding a dynamic
ad target we are given four options, which
can be used in combination for limiting the
content that can trigger ads:
￼

CATEGORY – Google will automatically

categorize the pages on your website based
on content themes and these categories
will be available in a drop-down menu when
adding a DSA target. A couple of caveats:
Not all pages of your site will be categorized,
so targeting all categories individually will
not ensure full domain coverage. Also, the
category listings are a bit vague and it can
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be unclear which pages will fall where under
Google’s categorization.
URL – If your site’s URL structure allows for
it, targeting by URL can help you avoid the
ambiguity of category targeting. This option
lets you tell Google to show DSAs only for
URLs containing a specific text string. For
example, if the ecommerce side of your
site is on a subdomain (store.example.
com), you can limit DSA targeting to that
subdomain. Similarly, if you only want
to target certain product categories and
those categories are reliably referenced
in your URL (store.example.com/books/),
it may be a better option than relying on
Google’s categorization.
PAGE_TITLE – Like URL targeting, page
title targeting allows you to show DSAs
only for pages with a specific string in the
title. This can be useful for product category
targeting when your URL structure does not
allow for it (www.example.com/products/
widget-xyz123), but category information is
contained in the page title.
PAGE_CONTENT – Page content targeting
will look at all of the content on the page
to determine which should trigger DSAs
and is more useful as an exclusionary tool
(more on that below). Since text can repeat
across many pages—some of which you
want to trigger ads and some of which you
don’t—it may prove difficult to reference
page content reliably in order to include only
desired pages.
Exclusion Options:

All four of the targeting options above
are also available as a means to exclude
certain pages from triggering Dynamic
Search Ads, and this is where referencing
PAGE_CONTENT can be quite valuable.
Your site text for a temporarily out-of-stock
product is likely to be unique to those pages,
and referencing it may be the only means by
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which you can ensure you are not sending
users to an unavailable product via DSAs.
Google recommends initially targeting
all of your web pages to ensure full
coverage, and then applying exclusions.
The CATEGORY, URL and PAGE_TITLE
options can all work for excluding certain
categories and subdomains just as well as
they work for including them. It’s really up to
your preference for which way you want to
approach it, but be aware that exclusions are
set at the ad group level which could make
one scheme more practical than others.
Just like a keyword-driven paid search
campaign, advertisers can also use negative
keywords to prevent Dynamic Search Ads
from triggering for undesired search queries.
Chances are that you’ll want any negatives
you have running across the rest of your
program to apply to your DSA ad groups and
then some.

including RKG. Because landing pages are
dynamic, you won’t be providing Google
with a specific URL wrapped in tracking.
Instead, Google offers new URL ValueTrack
parameters to pass your destination URL
into your tracking code appropriately.
Naturally, DSA landing pages are set
up in this way at the ad group level, but
we can still analyze individual URL or
search query performance by running
a report in the AdWords interface or by
examining our referrer logs. Reporting in the
Adwords interface also includes Google’s
categorization of each query, which should
help you in creating segments using category
targets. There is also a separate option to
view performance by category alone.

Ad Copy

Ad copy for Dynamic Search Ads is very
similar to that for keyword-targeted ads with
the key difference being how headlines work.
Since there are no keywords, we cannot rely
upon keyword insertion for headlines, as is
common for keyword-targeted ad groups.
Instead, DSA headlines are dynamically
generated by Google:

Best Practices and Real
World Use
It’s pretty clear that even Google expects
Dynamic Search Ads to complement rather
than supplant keyword-targeted ads (for
now at least). The way they can best do this
is by covering temporary gaps in keyword
coverage and revealing otherwise overlooked terms.
Keyword Discovery

￼ Descriptions line 1 and 2 and the display
URL can still be customized, which adds
value to segmenting your DSA traffic with
specific targets.
Performance Tracking

Thankfully, Google has gone through the
trouble of making sure DSAs can be tracked
by a slew of the major tracking providers,

For an advertiser selling tens of thousands
of SKUs with a great deal of turnover, it can
be difficult to ensure that all appropriate
new keywords are added the moment each
new product goes up. DSAs can serve as a
stopgap until the proper keyword additions
are made.
In other cases, even if you’ve been
extremely timely and diligent with your
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keyword build-outs, chances are you’ve
still missed some variation that isn’t being
captured by Google’s broad matching.
Scouring search query logs will do you no
good because your ad never appeared before
the user to generate a click. DSAs can get
your ad in front of users for relevant queries
and allow you to later add the best terms to
your keyword-targeted program.
In the early days of the beta test, we
conducted a study for one client that found
that 63% of traffic from Dynamic Search Ads
was generated in cases where we did not have
a keyword that matched the query exactly nor
did we have a keyword that had ever been
broad matched to the query. Because we
have been adding keywords found through
DSA-matched queries along the way, it is
difficult to assess these levels over time or
across more clients as the beta progressed,
but we should note that Google has said that
DSAs do not trump existing keywords.
Strategies

If you are continually pulling out the best terms
generated by DSAs and adding them to your
keyword-targeted campaigns, it stands to
reason that you may need to consider having a
different efficiency goal in mind for DSAs. While
it’s certainly possible to keep the efficiency of
a DSA campaign right in line with the rest of
your PPC program, it may ultimately benefit
you more to view it as an investment towards
your keyword-targeted campaigns.
The
more
cautiousminded advertisers out
there may want to wade
Google asserts that
into these new waters slowly
70% of queries have no
though. Through restrictive
exact-matched keywords
targeting, exclusions and
and within that segment,
negatives, tight budgets and
you’re bound to find some
close monitoring, DSAs can
high quality traffic you
be made very low risk and
would otherwise miss.
the results you see should
be encouraging. Start by
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targeting only product level pages in your
best converting categories. Google asserts
that 70% of queries have no exact-matched
keywords and within that segment, you’re
bound to find some high quality traffic you
would otherwise miss.
Another high-level strategy is to add a
site-wide target at a conservative bid with
appropriate exclusions, and then layer on
additional, more finely targeted ad groups and
copy with bids corresponding to their expected
performance. This approach is similar to the
best practices for running Product Listing
Ads and ensures wide coverage, but with a
preference towards better quality traffic.
Lastly, we should note that we’ve heard
some negative reviews of DSAs in the past
and we understand where that perception
might come from. Some advertisers simply
don’t receive very much quality traffic
when running DSAs. In certain cases, this
may be due to the site needing to undergo
extensive SEO efforts to improve Google’s
view, the benefits of which would extend far
beyond Dynamic Search Ads. If Google can’t
sufficiently determine what a page is about
or its quality, it’s unlikely to match queries to
it and have the confidence to serve ads to it.
Additionally, we’ve heard negativity about
queries with low commercial intent being
matched to DSA landing pages. In much the
same way that broad match has to be refined
with negatives, DSAs must be maintained
with exclusions of page content and keyword
queries. Also, different pages or categories
of pages on the site require different bids
to maintain efficiency levels. With proper
management, DSAs can be ROI positive and
provide incremental revenue.
Good luck!

[ Mark Ballard has been with RKG
for over 5 years, where he heads
the firm’s research efforts and is
the primary editor of the RKGBlog. ]
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A Look at 3 basic Types of Tracking
Author [ James Burton ]

As many forms of traditional media find themselves in a state of
decline, online marketing is flourishing, and advertisers are continuing
to evolve their tactics to put increasingly effective ads in front of
prospective consumers.
Many advertisers realize that capitalizing
on internet marketing is like a modern day
gold rush and they need to “stake their
claim” and stay in front of their competition.
To succeed in this endeavor, marketers
must use all of the tools available to them
to effectively and efficiently grow their
market share online. Central to all these
digital marketing tools and techniques is
tracking.
Tracking is generally implemented on
a website by inserting a small snippet of
code that provides information back to the
advertiser. In the case of Google Conversion
Tracking, a small slice of code is added to
all of the pages that the advertiser would
like to track. But tracking a user doesn’t
end there, as Google Conversion Tracking
really begins when a potential customer
performs a search and clicks an ad on
Google. After that, Google places a cookie
in the user’s browser, and the user’s postclick navigation is tracked throughout the
advertiser’s website until a conversion is
reached. This basic tracking can give the
advertiser a better perspective on their
traffic, where it’s coming from and general
information about how individual keywords
may be performing.

Going a little deeper with Google’s
Remarketing Tracking, several different
snippets of code can be generated in order
to target and track potential customers
in many different and more robust ways.
Google’s Remarketing Tracking works
in conjunction with DoubleClick and the
Google Display Network to cookie and
identify unique browsers, and then display
ads back to those consumers. Both the
display ads and remarketing lists are
managed through AdSense, with display
ads running off of an auction system
similar to paid search.
Google’s Remarketing Tracking gives
advertisers plenty of options for targeting
and segmenting users. For example, a
user that visits the advertiser’s site but
never gets to the shopping cart could be
tagged and put in a remarketing list called
“All Site.” Using AdSense, the advertiser
may push bids on this audience segment,
seeing it as more valuable and worth
competing for.
Similarly, another user may have filled
his Shopping Cart with items but left the
advertiser’s website without completing
his order. This user can be added to the
audience list “Abandoned Shopping Cart.”
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Now the advertiser can serve ads to this
group with a special discount or free
shipping promotion to help this segment
convert. Furthermore, advertisers can
tag higher end or higher margin pages
differently, and then bid more aggressively
to the resulting target audience. That said,
advertisers must be careful not to break
down their audience into so many groups
that the target is too small, making it
difficult to assess the effectiveness of each
individual campaign.
In some cases, advertisers may not have
enough traffic to target an audience based
on visits to their site or they may want to
target to more users than are in their lists.
To help in these instances, Google does have
aggregated categories that can be targeted
based on the users’ Ads Preferences. If you
are curious to see how Google categorizes
you as a user, then go to www.google.com/
ads/preferences to see.
Google also offers dynamic insertion
for display ads that will track the actual
product that a user has viewed and include
that exact product in the display ad served
to that user. Google is also beginning to
offer “look-a-like” audiences, leveraging
information gathered from the online
behaviors of potential customers that
match the behaviors of your customers,
and targeting these potential new
customers with display ads.
Google’s tracking tools offer advertisers
an idea of how a program is working overall,
as well as the ability to target specific
audiences and get relevant ads in front of
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the right people more effectively. One thing
to note is that slow page loads and the
refusal of some browsers and iOS to accept
third party cookies can result in the loss of
some information and tracking abilities.
Lastly, in addition to Google’s free
tracking tools and those of paid analytics
firms, many advertisers use a digital
marketing agency’s tracking tags to get a
better sense of the effectiveness of their
marketing programs. Agency tracking tags
vary from firm to firm, but often this snippet
of code or pixel can send information to
an agency with specific information from
a confirmation page. In RKG’s case, we
instantly route users through a redirector
and cookie them before sending them
onto a client’s website, which solves the
loss of data from iOS and other refusals
of third party cookies. Additionally, we find
that our fast redirect and confirmation
tracking allows for very detailed granular
information and reporting. RKG is then
able to make wise adjustments based on
solid data in order to get predictable and
effective results.
By using all three of these tracking
methods together, the advertiser is able to
develop more effective online marketing
campaigns with better bid adjustments,
click-through rates and conversions.

[ James burton, is a paid search
analyst at RKG. When not working with
clients, he’s also a contributor to
the RKGBlog. ]
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Finding Value in
Offline Tracking:
Incorporating Phone Orders
into Paid Search
Author [ Katie Pendery ]

If you’re an online retailer who sees a significant number of paid
search orders come in over the phone, ideally you would tie those
phone orders back to the customer’s click on your ad.
That way you would be able to attribute each
sale to the keyword that generated it. You
would also gain the ability to analyze clickto-order time, conversion rate, average order
value (AOV), items ordered, and so on. All of
the metrics that paid search analysts look
at daily and more importantly, that inform
bidding, would be available for phone orders
as well. Unfortunately, many online retailers
do not use phone tracking to inform their
paid search efforts, and this disconnect
results in marketing dollars not being spent
in the right place to maximize revenue.
Most retailers realize that some of their
phone orders are generated by paid search
ads and some have done enough research
to know roughly what percentage of all
paid search orders come in through the
phone. Even when this is the case, bidding
inefficiencies can still occur as the following
example illustrates.
One of our clients currently using RKG’s
recommended phone tracking system is an
online retailer of blinds. Say they did not
have phone tracking enabled, but that they
had estimated that paid search led to an
additional 6% of orders that came in over
the phone. Based on that figure, we would
essentially push all bids by 6% to account
for the sales we are not directly tying to PPC.
Lacking more granular data, we cannot
push bids for certain segments that may

perform better over the phone than others.
It makes sense that such differentials exist
though; customers are still more comfortable
buying higher ticket items or custom items
over the phone rather than online. Without
tracking that enables us to tie each phone
sale back to the click, these keywords will be
underbid. On the other hand, some keywords
are less likely to lead to phone orders. Those
keywords that drive the sale of small ticket
items or routine purchases will be overbid
because they too will be bid up by 6% in our
hypothetical scenario.
Even keywords that perform well online
may perform better on the phone. The
keyword “pleated blinds” has an online
average order value of $154 and a phone
AOV of $1,189. Ignoring the phone sales
for this keyword, or only pushing by our
average of 6%, would result in a lower bid
than its true performance merits.
Generally, we expect AOV to be higher
over the phone than online and that certainly
holds true for this client. Online AOV comes
in at $194, while phone AOV is 53% higher
at $297. In our scenario, we were working
with the client’s estimate that phone orders
generated by paid ads add an additional 6%
to our PPC total. But, because phone AOV is
so much higher than online AOV, our orderbased assumption would put phone sales
much lower than they actually are. In reality,
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phone sales add a little over 9% to our online
PPC sales. Therefore, we need to push all bids
by 9%, not the 6% we had assumed.
A lack of granular phone tracking would
also introduce inefficiencies due to the
differing distributions of sales among brand
and non-brand keywords. Again, based on
the high-level estimate, we would have been
pushing all keywords, brand and non-brand
alike, by 6%. For this client at least, brand
and non-brand do not behave the same
over the phone as they do online, which
creates another bidding opportunity from
utilizing PPC phone tracking. Online, nonbrand keywords generate 81% of all sales
while brand keywords generate 19%. Over
the phone, however, non-brand keywords
generate just 64% of phone sales and
brand keywords generate 36%. If we push all
keywords by 6%, we are pushing non-brand
keywords too much (on average), and we
may not be pushing brand keywords enough.
The differences between the makeup of
phone and online orders will vary from client
to client, which is why it is
so important to granularly
percentage of
total sales
track both. Phone tracking
is not for everyone, though.
100
80
Obviously, one would need
60
to have a call center and a
40
significant portion of orders
20
and sales coming in over the
0
phone. If a client sees less
Blue - Brand Red - Non-Brand
than 1% of all sales come in
online
phone
over the phone, it may not
be worth it to implement phone tracking.
At RKG we’re huge fans of data, and as
long as any sales come in over the phone,
we’d love to see that client implement phone
tracking. If a client sees a significant portion
of all sales come in over the phone, we’ll
never be able to bid as efficiently based on
guesses and common sense as we would
based on keyword and click-level data. In
fact, we believe it is essential to the success
of so many paid search programs that we
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offer call tracking for free.
Just how hard is it to implement RKG’s
phone tracking? Typically, implementing
and testing the offline tracking tag takes a
few days, but any client who can implement
our online tracking tag has the technical
skills necessary to implement the offline
tag. Once the tag is in place, two things
happen each time an RKG ad is clicked:
1. The site grabs the redirect information
in the tracked link and databases it,
assigning a unique key code.
2. A visible, but not distracting (see below),
tracking code is placed anywhere on the
page. This code is persistent throughout
all pages on the site, and will remain on
the site for the entire cookie window or
until another paid ad for the same client
is clicked.

If the customer makes an order over the
phone, the call center agent will ask for the
unique code. When the order is complete,
the call center agent’s computer will fire PPC
tracking just like a customer’s computer would.
The data from the initial tracked link is pulled
back from the database (based on the unique
code). The phone order and the click that
generated it are seamlessly integrated with
our routine bidding and reporting systems.
The bidding inefficiencies outlined above are
avoided, and RKG continues to help you spend
your marketing dollars in the right place.

[ Katie Pendery has achieved hefty
performance gains for a variety of
online marketers as a Paid Search
Analyst with RKG. ]
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Paid Search Conversion
by Position
Author [ Mark Ballard ]

Before Google added the {adposition}
parameter to its ValueTrack capabilities, paid
search position data was far less granular;
about the best you could do was see the
daily average position for each keyword in
your program. This view is still valuable, but it
masks the variability in position an ad might
see in any given day due to a number of
factors including broad matching, day-parting,
quality score calculation at auction and other
SERP personalization. After implementing the
new parameter, advertisers can now see the
specific position of all individual ad clicks.
Our initial review of this new data focused
on how click volume varied by position for
a sample of keywords. This added clarity
and perspective to what jumped out to
many upon Google’s introduction of Top
vs. Side segmentation and earlier with Bid
Simulator data. Namely, the extent to which
click-through rates are higher at the top of
the page, and by extension, how Google’s
impression-based average position figures
don’t necessarily represent well which
positions are generating clicks.
Knowing that CTRs and traffic levels rise
exponentially as an ad moves up the page
is all well and good, but if we’re already
bidding what we can afford, spending more
per click is not likely to work out unless we
believe we can make up for smaller margins
with volume increases and/or we expect
conversion rates to improve.
We’ve long maintained that conversion
rates don’t vary much by position, although
we haven’t had such a clear view of the
position of each click. We were happy to see
Google’s Hal Varian confirm our findings in

2009, but he’s just their Chief Economist,
right? Varian didn’t offer a lot of detail
about the small (<5%) differences they
did observe in conversion rates and didn’t
address potential order size differences by
position. So I thought I’d take another look
now that we have a more robust data set.

Methodology
We looked at four weeks of click and
conversion data for a sample of clients. The
data was restricted to ads appearing on the
Google.com domain and keywords that did
not include our clients’ brand names. We
grouped each ad based on position only,
ignoring top vs side information. Different
instances of the same keyword (on different
match types, with different targeting
options, etc.) were kept separate.
It’s insufficient to simply aggregate all
keyword performance by position because
of the bias introduced by bidding—terms
with the best conversion rates get bid up the
page while poor performers get bid down.
We need to account for this as best
we can, so for each ad we determined
its overall conversion rate and sales per
click and normalized those metrics for the
various positions in which the ad appeared
based on those overall totals. Here’s a
hypothetical example:
￼
Keyword

Position

Orders Sales

CR

SPC

Norm
CR

Norm
SPC
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For position 1, the normalized conversion
rate of 0.95 means that the keyword
performed 5% worse in top position than it
did overall. Conversely, the conversion rate
was 19% better than average in position 3.
We then weighted these normalized
results based on click volume, aggregated
them across keywords by position, and then
unweighted them to get relative conversion
performance by position.

Results

Normalized Conversion Result

After the number crunching, we end up with
a graph of conversion and sales per click
that looks like this:
1.2
1.1
1

4 and then revert to the mean over the lower
positions. This pattern was consistent from
client to client, but the potential causes
aren’t so obvious. Position 4 will often be the
highest listing on the right rail of ad results,
particularly for the most competitive and
high traffic terms, and it could suffer from the
indiscriminate clicking that appears to hurt
conversion for position 1.
Positions 2 and 3 could benefit from a
perception of authority and trustworthiness, a
result of their more prominent display, without
suffering from careless clicks. Users might
price compare by clicking a position 4 ad,
but favor making their ultimate purchase with
the companies listed higher on the page. The
farther we move down the listings, we could
be seeing a shift to a different type of user
who is less concerned about these notions.

Conclusions

.9
.8
1

2

3
Ad Position

4

5

6+

Conversion Rate
Sales per Click

Note that we’ve grouped performance for
position 6 and lower on the page. In lower
positions, the data thins out pretty quickly,
becoming noisier and inconsistent across
the clients we surveyed.
Not surprisingly, we found that an ad
in top position is likely to perform slightly
worse than it would on average elsewhere
on the page. This effect is probably the
result of less careful users clicking the first
link they see without considering whether it
is likely to provide the information for which
they are looking.
Conversion rates improve over the second
and third position on the page, drop at position
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While we did see some differences in
conversion rate and sales per click from
position to position, they were still relatively
minor. The largest deviation we saw from the
average was about 7%, not much higher than
Varian’s “less than 5%” pronouncement.
If there’s still anyone out there
suggesting that conversion rates are
significantly better in top position, this
is another refutation of that. There is no
magic position in the ad listings, and it’s
much more important to be able to predict
your overall conversion potential accurately
than chase minor gains by appearing in a
specific position more frequently.

[ Mark

Ballard has been with
RKG for over 5 years, where he
heads the firm’s research efforts
and is the primary editor of the
RKGBlog. ]
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RKG Digital Marketing Report: Q4 2011:
In January, 2012 RKG released our Digital Marketing Report for
Q4, 2011. The report details and analyzes trends in Paid Search, SEO,
Comparison Shopping Engines, Social Media and Attribution for Q4.
It also features a 2011 wrap up and a look forward at what to expect
in the digital marketing world in 2012.
Get your copy at RKG.com/2011Q4report
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For more information contact RKG Today

Ryan Gibson, VP of Marketing
Rimm-Kaufman Group

ryan@rimmkaufman.com
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